Taupo Car Club Newsletter

What to say? Bit of a laugh coming from someone with a big mouth…
Hi everybody, Hoki here and welcome to my attempt at writing a newsletter, we may be in for
some laughs. So let us give it a go shell we?

As you all know, the club has had the AGM, but who is who? And who is doing what??
To be honest I am not too sure, but this is when cut and paste comes in handy… (Copied from
http://www.taupocarclub.org.nz/About-Us/)

Key Personnel are:
·

President - Brian Hamilton

·

Vice President - Terry O'Brien

·

Treasurer – Janiece Bond

·

Secretary – Judy Hamilton

·

Clubmans and National Race Coordinator / Chief Timekeeper - Melanie Coleman

·

Dual Sprints / Clubmans Coordinator - Vijay Dheda & Damian White

Now as for the rest of the committee, well that is your mission, to find out who they are…
The other mission for you Guys and Gals is to find out the names of the lovely people that are in
the Documentation office, and the lovely people who keep us feed and watered at every
meeting we attend…
While we are on meeting people, don’t forget to smile 
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The first round of IRC we had a few of our own honing
around the track, Brian Hamilton doing his thing…

The IRC weekend, good weekend it was when the weather gods played nicely.
Was rather windy out, we have to hand it to the flag Marshals, the poor blue
ninjas standing out in the cold, and sometimes rather wet conditions. That is
dedication!
Speaking of dedication, we also had 3 on crutches….
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50 yrs on the track
This young lady was in for a little surprise over the weekend. After finding out
that, she had done 50yrs
on the track, ( lol that wasn’t hard, she told us the day before) it didn’t take much
to organize a couple on things for her. A hot lap in a beast of a car, and a lovely
book that Vince presented to her, 50 yrs of Bathurst.
The hardest part of this would have to be trying to slap that huge smile off her
dial…
Congratulations Brocky, 50yrs is no means a small feat to accomplish.
A big thank you goes out to the Pre 65 club’s Shane Hobman for supplying the hot
lap, Joanne Kapua for organizing the cool ride, and race control for allowing it to
happen.
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Marshals…
As I am sure a lot of you would know we do run short of people at events.
Snatching people out of garages can be fun, but not ideal.
The ideal situation would be to have people that you know they would turn up if
they can.
If you have friends or family, or know of people who are willing to learn the ropes,
flick a button, hook up a strop, push a broom, wave a flag or two and are keen as
mustard to join the gang please invite them to join.
I am sure between the lot of us we can make them welcome 
Contact these guy’s
Vince Holub at vinceh@energytrainers.co.nz for flags or
Paul Crawford at paulrecovery@gmail.com for crash..

Flag Marchals

Rescue Marchals

Well that is me for now, if you have any suggestions on how to improve this
please feel free to flick me an email at hokijerry@gmail.com
Untill then, Hakunamataata...
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Some of the
team

